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United Aircraft Research Laboratories, East Hartford, Connecticu~ 06118 
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hoequenghem (BCH) codes are very powerful 
random error-correcting techniques. We have investigated whether 
all BCH codes can be L-step orthogonalized, and have found a 
specific class of double error-correcting BCH codes which cannot be 
L-step orthogonalized. We show further that all BCIt codes 
with length q~ - 1, where q is a power of any prime p(q = Pg, and 
all Euclidean geometry codes, can be one-step decoded by parity 
checks to correct a significant number of errors. These parity vectors 
need not be orthogonal to each other. For the general case, we have 
not been able to determine whether they can or cannot be decoded 
to their minimum distances by such a technique. The above codes 
decoded by nonorthogonal parity checks in the manner given herein 
are comparable toprojective geometry codes, decoded by Rudolph's 
method. 
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whose null space is spanned by u-dimensional flats 
of PG(m, q). 
~' Number of check digits of a projective geometry code 
whose null space is spanned by u-dimensional 
flats of PG(m - 1, q). 
A, B, D and E The sets of integers. 
[x] The largest integer not exceeding x. 
wq(h) The weight of h over q. This is, if h = ho q- hlq -k 
• " -l- h,~q '~ for some m and 0 _-__ h~ _-< q -- 1, then 
wq(h) = ho + hi + " "  + h,~. 
INTRODUCTION 
Massey (1963) in his earlier work suggested an important area of 
research to be the investigation of L-step orthogonalization procedure 
for block linear codes. Since then it has been found that the Golay 
(23, 12) code cannot be L-step orthogonalized (Massey 1967). This 
code is a perfect code and has minimum distance higher than the BCH 
bound. It is still an open question .whether all cyclic codes can be de- 
coded to the BCH bound by the L-step orthogonalization procedure. An 
interesting result is obtained in this direction. That is, some double 
error-correcting BCH codes cannot be L-step orthogonali~ed. The proof 
essentially consists of showing that no set of four parity checks 
orthogonal on any noise bit or sum of noise bits can be formed. 
Rudolph's (1967) threshold decoding algorithm differs from 
Massey's algorithm in that the estimates (parity checks) are not 
necessarily orthogonal. He constructs codes from projective geometries. 
Although his decoding algorithm has less error correcting capability 
than the step-by-step method (Goethals and Delsarte 1968; Weldon 
1968), the decoder may be simpler than the latter method. In this paper, 
we find that his decoding algorithm is also applicable to the codes from 
Euclidean geometries as well as to a class of BCH codes. The step-by- 
step decoding algorithm for the Euclidean geometry codes can be found 
in Chow (1967), Chow and Chien (1968), Delsarte and Goethals 
(1967), Delsarte (1967), and Weldon (1967). The one-step decoding 
algorithm requires less hardware in general. 
I. NONORTHOGONALITY Ot~ SOME BCH CODES 
Let ~ be a primitive element of a Galois field of 2 ~ elements, GF(2m). 
A binary primitive BCH code Co is defined to be the code whose generator 
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polynomial has ~, ~2, . . .  $~-1 consecutive roots where d is the minimum 
distance of Co. 
THEOREM 1. NO double error-correcting binary primitive BCt{ code Co 
can be L-step orthogonalized for m :> 5. 
Proof. Suppose they can be L-step orthogonalized. Let xi,  x2, x3 
and x~ be the set of four parity checks orthogonal on a selected sum of 
noise bits ell -b e~ -k --- -}- e~ where e~+ are distinct noise bits (1 -<_ 
i~ -<_ n) and n is the code length. Let v0 be a vector of length n with all 
1 components. Let x0 = v0 -k xi -b x~ -b x3 Jr x4. Let wi(0 _-< i ~ 4) 
be the weight or the number of l 's of the vector x~, respectively. 
It  is easy to verify that 
(Wo - y) -k (wl - y) -k (w~ -- y) (1) 
-k (w~-y)  -k (w4-y )  =n-  y. 
Without loss of generality, let 
w i= < w2_-< w~_-< w4 (2) 
From (1) and (2) we have 
Y _> w0 ~- w i  -{- 3w2 - -  n (3 )  
4 
Since x~ -F x2 is a code word in the dual C of the primitive BCtI  code, 
its weight must satisfy 
(w~ -- y) + (w2 -- y) >-_ d' (4) 
where d' is the minimum distance of C. Equations (3) and (4) imply 
that 
wi+ w2- -  d' wo+wl+3w~--  n 
> => (5) 2 =Y 4 ' 
then 
_~ w2 2d' - -  n -}- Wo 
> -4 + 4 (6) 
Equations (2) and (6) imply that 
2d'  - n + wo _-< 0. (7) 
Let C' be a code generated by h(x) / (x  - 1) where h(x) is the generator 
polynomial of C. It  is well known (Peterson, 1965) that the minimum 
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distance of C' is d ~ - 1. x0 is in C ~. Hence 
w0>d' - l ;  (8) 
(7) and (8) imply that 
n + 1 _-> 3 d'. (9) 
For odd m, d' is equal to 2 ~-1 - 2 tc~+z)/~l-z and for even m, d' is equal 
to 2 ~-z - 2 m/~ (Kasami, 1966). Equation (9) implies 
3.2 E¢~+~)z~l-~ > 2 ~-~ for odd m, 
(10) 
3.2 ~/~ >= 2 ~-z for even m. 
Equation (10) cannot be satisfied for m greater than or equal to 5. 
Remark. Massey (1963) has shown that BCH (15, 7) code, i.e., 
m -- 4, can be completely orthogonalized. 
II. ONE-STEP MAJORITY DECODING OF SOME CYCLIC CODES 
In this section, we show a method that decodes all cyclic codes whose 
extension codes are invariant under a doubly transitive permutation 
group and also to decode the related cyclic codes which have one more 
check bit than codes in this class. Only binary cases are presented here. 
Extension to nonbinary cases is straightforward. 
Let Co be a q-ary code with length n = qm _ 1 and let q = 2 ~. The 
extended code C0, of Co is a code with an overall parity check for Co 
as its first digit. The first position of a code vector in C0~ is called 0, 
the i-th position of i > 1 is called a ~'-~ where a is a primitive element of 
of GF(qm). Thus the q~ positions of a codevector are identified with the 
q~ elements in GF(q~). An affine transformation with parameters a 
and b belonging to GF(q~), a ~ 0, is a permutation which carries the 
symbols in position X to position aX + b. Such a transformation can be 
applied to any extended code associated with a primitive element of 
GF(q~). A code will be called invariant under the affine group if every 
affine permutation carries every code work into another code word. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for a code to be invariant under 
the affine group as given by Kasami, Lin and Peterson (1966) is as 
follows: 
Let g(x) be the generator polynomial of Co • Let i be a positive integer 
less than qm. Let J(i) be the set of nonzero integers j such that each 
coefficient of the binary representation f i is greater than or equal to 
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the corresponding one of j. The extended code C0~ is invariant under the 
affine group of permutations if and only if for every a ~ which is a root 
of the generator polynomial g(x), and for every j belonging to J ( i ) ,  
d is  also afoot of g(x) and g(1) ~ 0. 
Let C be the dual of Co. Let h(x) be the generator polynomial of C. 
Let h*(x) be the reciprocal polynomial of h(x). Then 
h*(x)g(x) = x ~'~-I - 1 
(x - 1) is not a factor of g(x) implies that x - 1 is a factor of h(x). 
Let C' be the code generated by h(x) / (x  -- 1). We are concerned with 
the decoding of the codes C and C'. 
Kasami and Lin (1966) have shown the connection between binary 
codes which are invariant under a doubly transitive group and balanced 
incomplete block designs. Rudolph (1967) has decoded projective 
geometry codes by using the properties of balanced incomplete block 
designs. The argument to prove the following Lemma is similar to their 
argument. 
LEMM~ 3.1. Let n be the code length of C. Let kl be the minimum weight 
of a vector in Co~ where Coe is the extension code of Co. C can be decoded by 
one-step decoding to the distance of [n/ (kl -- 1)] ~- 1. 
Proof. Let v be a vector of minimum weight/cl in C0~. Let S be the 
equivalence class of v under the doubly transitive permutation group. 
Let M be the matrix whose rows are the vectors in S. Since the permuta- 
tion group is doubly transitive, there exists a permutation which will 
move the ith column of M to the i~th column of M and the jth column 
of M to the j~th column of M. Since the permutation leaves the rows of 
M invariant except hat it rearranges the rows of M, it follows that the 
numbers of nonzero entries in the i~th column and ith column are equal. 
The number of positions which have nonzero entries in both columns i 
and j is the same as the number of such positions in the pair of columns 
i~ and jl • Let the number of nonzero elements in any column be r and, 
for any two columns, let ), be the number of positions having nonzero 
entries in both columns. Let A1 be the matrix obtained by deleting the 
first column of M. Let A2 be the matrix obtained by deleting all rows of 
A~ whose leftmost entries are zero. A~ is an r by n matrix with all entries 
in the first column nonzero and exactly k nonzero entries in any other 
column. The row vectors of A~ are parity checks of the code C. Hence C 
can be decoded to the distance [r/~] --P 1. M is an incidence matrix of a 
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balanced incomplete block design. Thus n/(k l  -- 1) = r/X. We have 
proved the lemma. 
Next, we show how to decode a code C' which has one more informa- 
tion digit than that of C. 
:LEMMA 3.2. Let C' be a cyclic code whose generator polynomial is h( x) / 
(x - 1) where h(x) is the generator polynomial of the code C in Lemma 
3.1. C' can be decoded to the distance [n/(kl - 1)] by a one-step decoding 
method. 
Proof. Let the dual of C' be Co', then Co' must be subcode of Co. 
The row vector of the matrix A2 (defined in the proof of Lemma 3.1) 
is in the code Co t if and only if the overall parity check bit added to 
this row vector is equal to zero. The total number of such vectors is 
r - X because the number of nonzero elements in corresponding posi- 
tions of the first two columnsof thematrix Mis  X. Consider the (r -- k) X n 
submatrix of A 2 whose rows consist of these r - X vectors. All entries in 
the first column are nonzero and there are at most k nonzero entries in 
any other column. We can decode C' to the distance [n/(kl - 1)] by 
the argument of Lemma 3.1 since all row vectors of the submatrix are 
in Co ~. This proves the lemma. 
The obvious reason to choose the vector v of the minimum weight 
kl in C0, is that we want the integer [n/(kl - 1)] to be as large as pos- 
sible for a fixed n. 
The extension codes of primitive BCH codes are known to be invariant 
under the doubly transitive affine group. The minimum distances d 
of some binary primitive BCH codes have been found by Peterson 
(1965) and we can apply Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to these codes. Let 
n,/¢, d, and d~ denote the code length, the number of information digits, 
the minimum distance and the guaranteed ecodable distance by the 
one-step decoding method. Some binary BCH code with parameters 
(n, k, d and dl) are listed in Table I. 
The Euclidean geometry code C(m, u, q) is defined as the cyclic code 
whose generator polynomial has roots a ~ where 0 -< wq(h2 i) <: 
(m -- u) (q -- 1) for 0 _-< j <= s -- 1. a is a primitive element of GF (q~), 
q = 28. wq(x) is the weight of x over q. That is, if the expression of x 
in radix q form is xo ~ xlq ~ . . .  ~- x,~-lq ~-l, then wq(x) = Xo ~ xl -~ 
• .. ~- xm-1. The dual Co of the Euclidean geometry code C(m, u, q) 
has the generator polynomial with roots, a ~2', where 0 < wq(h) < 
u(q -- 1). The extension code Cos of Co satisfies the necessary and suf- 
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TABLE I 
B1NAI;~Y BCH CoD~s uy ONE-STEP ])ECODING ~'~ETHOD 
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n, k, d, dl n, k, d, dl 
31 10 12 7 
63 9 28 22 
63 15 24 13 
63 23 16 10 
63 44 8 5 
127 14 56 26 
255 12 120 86 
255 20 112 52 
511 18 240 103 
1023 15 496 342 
1023 20 480 205 
31 11 11 6 
63 10 27 21 
63 16 23 12 
63 24 15 9 
63 45 7 4 
127 15 55 25 
255 13 119 85 
255 21 111 51 
511 19 239 102 
1023 16 495 341 
1023 21 479 204 
ficient condition for a code to be invariant under the doubly transitive 
aifine group. C0~ contains all u-dimensional flats of EG(m, q). Some 
material relating to a Euclidean geometry code can be found in the 
Appendix. The weight of a vector v associated with a u-dimensional 
flat is q~. The q-ary (m - u ) (q  - 1)th-order Reed-Muller code con- 
rains q-ary code C~ as a subcode and the minimum distance of this 
Reed-Muller code is q~ (Kasami, Lin and Peterson, 1968). Thus the 
minimum weight kl of the vector v in C0~ is q~. We can apply Lemma 
3.1 to the Euclidean geometry code C(m, u, q) and the guaranteed 
decodable distance is 
dl = [ (g~ - -  1 ) / (q  ~ - -  1) ]  + 1. 
The code obtained by deleting the factor x - 1 from the generator 
polynomial of the Euclidean geometry code has one more information 
digit than the Euclidean geometry code. The guaranteed ecodable 
distance of this code is [(q'~ - 1)/(q ~ - 1)] by Lemma 3.2. 
The BCH bound for the minimum distance of the Euclidean geometry 
code is (q + 2) q~-~-i and this is the largest code orthogonal to that 
spanned by all u-dimensional fiats) 
In Table I I ,  we list projective geometry codes and Euclidean geometry 
codes for comparison purposes, n, k, and d under PG(EG)  are the code 
1 Private communication with J. M. Goethals. In general, the BCH bound is 
(q ~_ p)q.,-.-1 where p is a prime and q = p~. 
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length, the number  of informat ion digits and the min imum distance of 
the project ive geometry codes (Eucl idean geometry codes).  
The number  of informat ion digits of the Eucl idean geometry codes can 
be calculated very easily. Let  re be the number of cheek digits of the 
the Euc l idean geometry code C(m, u, q). Let  the number  of cheek digits 
of the project ive geometry code associated with u-dimensional  f ats of 
PG(m,  q) be r , .  The null space of this code is spanned by  all u-dimen- 
sional flats. Let  the number of check digits of the project ive geometry  
code associated with u-dimensional  flats of PG( ra  - 1, q) be r,'. Then 
re = rp --  ~;' as is shown in the appendix. This formula is used to com- 
pute the number  of informat ion digits of the Euc l idean geometry  eode 
TABLE n 
COMPARISON OF PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY CODES AND EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY CODES 
BY ONE-STEP DECODING METHOD 
PG EG 1-step 
q m u n k d n k d d~ 
2 ~ 2 1 21 11 6 15 6 6 6 
3 2 85 68 6 63 47 6 5 
3 1 85 24 22 63 12 24 22 
4 3 341 315 6 255 230 6 5 
4 2 341 195 22 255 126 24 18 
4 1 341 45 86 255 20 96 86 
5 4 1365 1328 6 1023 987 6 5 
5 3 1365 1063 22 1023 747 24 17 
5 2 1365 483 86 1023 287 96 69 
5 1 1365 78 342 1023 32 384 342 
2 a 2 1 73 45 t0 63 36 10 10 
3 2 585 520 10 511 477 10 9 
3 1 585 184 74 511 138 80 74 
4 3 4681 4555 10 4095 3970 10 9 
4 2 4681 3105 74 4095 2584 80 66 
4 1 4681 590 586 4095 405 640 586 
24 2 1 273 191 18 255 174 18 18 
3 2 4369 4112 18 4095 3839 18 17 
3 1 4369 1568 274 4095 1376 288 274 
25 2 1 1057 813 34 1023 780 34 34 
2 e 2 1 4161 3431 66 4095 3366 66 66 
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shown in Table I I  since the parameters of the projective geometry codes 
listed in Table II are already known (Rudolph, 1967). 
CONCLUSION 
We have shown that a class of BCH codes cannot be L-step ortho- 
gonalized. We have further shown that all BCH codes with length 
q~ - 1, as well as Euclidean geometry codes, are comparable in error- 
correcting power to the projective geometry codes when decoded by 
one-step non-orthogonal parity checks. 
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APPENDIX 
It is well known that the q~ points of a Euclidean geometry of dimen- 
sion m over GF(q),  denoted as EG(m, q) can be associated with the 
elements of GF(q TM) (Carmichael, 1937). A u-dimensional fiat of 
EG(m, q) consists of q~ points a1~1 + a2a2 + : . .  + a~a~, + ~ where 
ai (1 <= i -< u) are fixed elements in GF(q m) linearly independent 
over GF(q).  al ,  a2, "-. , a~ run independently over GF(q) and ~, is 
a fixed element in GF(qm). These q~ points are solutions to m -- u 
linearly independent equations in m unknowns. These u-dimensional 
fiats have the following close relationship with the q-ary (m - u) .  
(q - 1 )th-order Reed-Muller codes. A q-ary vth-order generalized Reed- 
Muller code (defined by Kasami, Lin and Peterson, 1968) is a cyclic code 
whose generator polynomial has the roots h for all positive integers 
h such that 
0 < wq(h) < m(q -- 1) -- v. (A.1) 
They have shown that a q-ary vth-order Reed-Muller code can be 
obtained by adding an overall parity check as a first digit to every 
code work of a q-ary ,th-order generalized Reed-Muller code. The qm 
digit positions 1, 2, 3, • • • , q~ can be named by the elements of GF(q~), 
0, 1, a, •. .  and a q~-2, respectively. A vector associated with a u-dimen- 
sional fiat is defined to be a vector with 1 in the positions corresponding 
to all points in this fiat and 0 otherwise. It is well known (Peterson, 
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1961) that a binary (m - -  u)th-order Reed-Muller code contains all 
vectors associated with u-dimensional flats. A q-ary (m - u)(q - 1)th- 
order Reed-Muller code contains all u-dimensional f ats of EG(m, q) 
passing through the point corresponding to the zero element of GF(qm). 
In general it can be shown that a q-ary (m -- u)(q -- 1)th-order Reed- 
Muller code contains all u-dimensional flats of EG(m, q). 
It follows that the q-ary (m - u)(q - 1)th-order generalized Reed- 
5/Iuller code contains all the vectors v~ obtained by deleting the  first 
digits of the vectors associated with the u-dimensional flats. From (A.1) 
the generator polynomial gl(x) of a q-ary (m - u ) (q  - 1)th-order 
generalized Reed-Muller code has roots of the form a h for h satisfying 
o < we(h) < u(q - 1). (A.2) 
Let v~ (x) be the polynomial corresponding to v~. v,~(x) is a polynomial 
whose coefficients are either 1 or 0 hence v~(x) can be considered as a 
polynomial with binary coefficients. Since v~,(x ~) is equal to Ivy(x)] 2 
h when q = 2 ,  v~(x) has a 2h as a root if it has a as a root. 
Let Co (e) be a code over GF(q) whose generator polynomial g2(x) 
has the roots a by for h satisfying (A.2). C(o q) is a subcode of a q-ary 
(m - u ) (q  - 1)th-order generalized Reed-Muller code and C(o q) 
contains all u-dimensional fiats with their first digits deleted. 
Let Co be a binary code with g2(x) as its generator polynomial. The 
code Co contains all u-dimensional fiats with their first digits deleted as 
code words. 
Let E be the set of integers, e, such that 
0<e< ~ 1 
and 
0 < wq(e2 j) < (m-  u ) (q - -  1), 0 < j  = s - 1. (A.3) 
The generator polynomial of the Euclidean geometry code C(m, u, q) 
has a t as roots for e in E. Let the degree of this generator polynomial 
be ro. Let A be the set of integers, a, such that 
0 _-< a _-< q~+l_  1 
and 
wq(a2 j) = vi(q -- 1), 0 -<_ j <= s -- 1, 0 = vj. =< (m-  u). (A.4) 
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Let B be the set of integers, b, such that 
0<b<qm- l= = 
and 
wq(b2 3) = ~5(q -- 1), O<j<s-1 ,  0<~¢<(m- l -u ) .  (A.5) 
Let ~ be a primitive element of GF(qm+l). fl~ are roots of the generator 
polynomial of the projective geometry code whose null space is spanned 
by u-dimensional flats of PG(m, q) for all a's in the set A (Chow, 1967; 
Goethals and Delsarte, 1968). Let the degree of this generator poly- 
nomial be r~. Let a be a primitive element of GF(qm). a b are roots 
of the generator polynomial of the projective geometry code whose 
null space is spanned by u-dimensional flats of PG(m - 1, q) for all 
b's in the set B. Let the degree of this generator polynomial be rp'. Clearly 
B is a subset of A. Let D be the set of elements of A that do not belong 
to B.  rp, rp', and re are the numbers of elements in A, B, and E respee- 
! 
tively. We want to show r, = rp - rp. This can be accomplished by 
showing that there is one-to-one mapping from D onto E. 
For every h in D, let the q-ary representation f h be 
h = /q, 0 <= h~__< q- -  1. 
i=0  
Let e = h - -  h~q m. Let the ¢ be the mapping which m~ps h to e. We 
will show that 4~ is a mapping from D onto E. 
ra - -1  
e = h - -  h~q ~ = ~h lq~;  
i=O 
therefore, 
e<=q'~- - l .  
wq(h2  ~) <= (m - -  u ) (q  - -  1) implies that wq(e2 j) <= (m - u ) (q  - 1). 
Thus e is in E. We now show that the mapping is onto. Let e = e0 + elq 
q- e2q 2 q- • • • q- em_lq "~-1 be any element in E. Let h = e q- h~q "~ where 
h~ is defined as follows. Case 1: If wq(e) is not a multiple of q -- 1, let 
h~ be a positive integer less than q - 1 such that h~ q- wq(e)  is a multiple 
of q -- 1. Case 2: If wq(e)  is a multiple of q -- 1, then wq(e2 ~) = 
x j (q  - -  1), 0 =< j _-_ s -- 1, 0 < xj = (m -- u). Two cases are possible 
here. Case 2a: If x~ is less than (m - u) for all j, let h~ be equal to 
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q -- 1. Case 2b: I f  there exists one j  such that  xj is equal to  (m - u),  
let h,~ be equal to zero. We want to show that  h so defined is D. In  Case 1, 
h,, is not zero, hence h is not in B because all elements in B are no more 
than q~ -- 1. Let w~(h2 j) = x /q  - 1). If one xj is greater than m -- u 
for some j, then w~(e2 j) > (m - u ) (q  -- 1) for somej  because hm is 
less than q -- 1. This is a contradiction. Hence x~ must be no more than 
m - u for a l l j .  Thus h is in A. In  Case 2a, h.~ = q - 1 # 0, hence h 
is not inB .  Sincewq(e2 j) = x /q  - 1) hasz j  < (m - u) for all j ,  
w~(h2 ~) = (xj + 1)(q - 1) must be no more than (m - u ) (q  - 1). 
Hence h is in A. In  Case 2b, there exists one xj such that  xj = (m - u).  
The condition for wq(b2 j) cannot be satisfied. Thus h is not in  B. Obvi- 
ously, h is in A. 
We have shown that  there exists h = e + h~q ~ and 0 ~ h,~ ~ q - 1 
such that  h is in D. Thus the mapping is onto. 
We now show that  the mapping is one to one. That  is, for every e in E, 
= h m there is only one h such that  h e + ,,q and h is in D. In  Case 1, 
w~(e) is not a multiple of (q - 1). The number h~ such that  0 < h~ 
q - 1 and wq(e) + h~, is a multiple of q -- 1 is unique. In  Case 2, w~(e) 
is a multiple of q - 1. w~(e) + h~ is a multiple of q - 1 implies that  
either h~ = 0 or h~ = q -- 1. In  Case 2a, if h~ = 0, then h is in A and 
also in B. In  Case 2b, if h~ = q - 1, then h is not in A. Thus no more 
than one h in A but not in B will map to e in Case 2. Therefore, the 
t 
mapping is one to one from D onto E. Thus ro = r, - rp. 
In  general, q = p~ where p is any prime, w~(epJ), wz(ap j) and wq(bp J) 
should be used in (A.3), (A.4), and (A.5), respectively. The relationship 
t 
ro = r, -- r, is still true. 
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